
December 21 2012
"e Great Shi#

Dearest Sangha Family Friends and Tribe,
Do you feel some sense of urgency way deep inside? I do. 

It feels like an impending event, deep deep within.
In the past decades, up to this very day, the date of December 21st 
2012 has been researched, considered, announced, misunderstood, 
calculated, advertised, abused, exploited, contradicted, dismissed, 

feared and rejoiced. And yet, the calendars of the Mayans and other 
ancient wisdom astronomers (sky watchers)

 and spiritual traditions point directly and emphatically to
 December 21st, 2012.

NASA disclaims any importance or position of importance to the sun. But it is NASA that 
has kept so much pertinent galactic and planetary information from humanity for

 ‘fear’ of mass upheaval.

LET US FEARLESSLY HAVE GREAT FAITH IN OURSELVES 
AND IN THE COSMIC PROCESS. IN OUR ABIITY TO ACCEPT 

CHANGING PARADIGMS AND DEPTHS OF AWARENESS. 

 DECEMBER 21ST 2012 IS A VERY IMPORTANT DAY.



 

According to the Mayan, Aztec, Hopi and 

Cherokee Calendars. A cycle that began 5,521 years ago called (by the Mayans) the ‘13th 

baktun’ (a baktun is a ‘great cycle, long count, mathematical configuration) ends on 

December 21st 2012.

This calculation is a genuine artifact of the Mayan calendar and as such, we are moving 

out of the Fourth World of strife, greed, imbalance, fear and hatred, a ‘spiritual crisis’ on 

earth. 

We can certainly agree that as it is today, that they are correct about ‘this time’.  Also 

according to the  Master of Paramahamsa Yogananda, Sri Yukeshar this date ends the 

Kali Yuga.) Now, we move into the Fifth World... migrating to a time 

(right now)when the sun returns in a different way, 

casting a light for enlightend wisdom to encourage and 

energize a spiritually brilliant humanity.

Maharajji spoke of this to me many times. 

And, his prayers, as well as mine and yours, have 

generated an opening, a welcoming and a light on the 

pathway to the Fifth world. 

We celebrate this day with great intentions for the world 

to be drenched in light of the new sun. To awaken our real 

intelligence, aware of the Great Spirit that is our 

fundamental nature. We intend with our hearts, 

pouring  the ‘grail’ of beauty, grace 

and our blessings over the entire earth. 

Our true offering is the way we live in wisdom.

THE DATE OF DECEMBER 21ST 2012, IS NOT THE END 
of  THE WORLD. HOWEVER, IT IS AN END of A 
SIGNIFICANT  5,521‘ YEAR CYCLE OF TIME’. 



What Ha$ens ‘Cosmically’ on December 21 2012
The Sun will migrate across the Galactic Center

creating a sacred crossing (from the Fourth World of learning )
to the Fifth World of spiritual enlightenment. 

This merging and sacred cross(ing) of the sun at galactic center is also known as the tree 
of life - or heart of the Great father and Great Mother merging.  Though the sun crosses 
the Galactic equator every 2,160 earth years. This time, the sun aligns with the Dark Rift 

of the and the central bulge of our Galaxy.
 ‘This’, is said to never happen before in earth’s history.

 It is said by many researchers,  astronomers  and authorities of the ‘great precession of 
the equinox’... that when our sun aligns with the Dark Rift 

and central bulge of the Milky Way Galaxy, a wave from this center will 
pass through the light of our (new) sun 

to create a photon of very pure  vibrant light onto the earth.

 This is said to be a rebirth of spiritual awakening  from the Sacred Mother’s womb.
 This 2,160 cycle is called a ‘great year’. 

At this time the humanity is contracting and is in labor. It’s a very difficult, painful, 
confusing time - before the actual full arrival and  birth 

of the Fifth World. We know this is so by the condition of our world...Until we get it right, 
the dire pain of labor will continue to be our experience. 

When we have learned to live honestly in the light and love of 
spiritual wisdom, things change, we cross over to the Fifth World.

We do this individually and eventually en-mass.
Like any migration process, the ones who travel well, arrive

ahead of those who travel though life self-deluded. It is not a reward system, it’s the way 
we do or do not live. We either live in Spiritual Splendor or not.



 Many of us are here to hold the light and to prepare the way 
for the arrival, into a truly powerful time, a possible ‘golden age’.

It is important to understand that participation 
in a spiritual life is of great importance now...and 
always has been. No one will be carried, each 
and everyone will walk into the Fifth World by 
their own resolve and dedication to “Truth”.  

‘That’, is the right way. 
The Fifth World is the right way, a rebirth of 

Divine Spirit into the hearts of humanity. 
This is a correct analyses of a swiftly moving 
time, transformation of life’s energy and the 

passing away of an unenlightened world. 
Death and Birth.

Very difficult, very, very  painful for many who 
don’t want to let go. Delightful for others who 

have nothing to let go of. And eventually, 
wonderful for future generations and future 

worlds.  Right now in the inner worlds
the wheat is being separated from that chaff. 

Each faces the question
where do I stand in the flawless mirror of 

mySelf?

We converge upon a 2,160  ‘great year ‘cycle with the end of a 5, 521 
cycle of the mentioned calendars. Adding the numbers together and 

adding the numbers of the sum, we get 13 (baktun ends).
The winter north/summer south...solstice of 2012 is  a very special 

day, a very special time.



     The precise moment, the most direct and heightened energy,
when our sun IS at Galactic center is 11:11 am December 21 2012.

The precise alignment will last approximately eight minutes.
It is in this center that our old sun of the Fourth World

is transformed into our new born sun of the Fifth World.

OUR CELEBRATION IN TERRE DE SACHA 
on December 21st 2012

At 8 am.... we offer our 108 mala of Gayatri Mantra 
for the passing and the arrival.

At 10:30 am till 11:30... am we sit open in receptive silence, meditating.
At 12:00 noon... we will offer a fire ceremony to support the light of 
the Fifth World and encourage humanity to enter the emerging time.
We will have great food together...in the evening after a long rest, we 

will dance in the pathway to the Fifth World.
For the 22nd and 23d, we will also repeat the ceremonies 

from 8 am to 12:00 because the three day period is the most direct 
energy field from the new sun’s migration into the Fifth World.

From there we will rest until Christmas eve and begin a celebration of 
the return of the sun. Then...New Years eve.

The Hopi Migration Song to sing in preparation for 
Decemebr 21st and recorded meditation... is also offered here on site.



Our Sun in preparation for a Transformation.
Taken here at Terre De Sacha Sanctuary recently.

By the way, the sun 
has been white for the past many months.

Though much of the world will not recognize the change in time for 
many obvious reasons. Many will indeed pass into the Fifth World 
here on earth and live in the spirit of genuine enlightened life...while 
helping the curve of change take place by virtue of their wisdom.
May you live according to the requirements of the New Sun and live 
in the Fifth World now that it is here.
Blessings
ShantiMayi


